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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
Approaching Individual Differences Questions in Cognitive Control: A Case Study of the AX-
CPT 
by 
Shelly R. Cooper 
Master of Arts in Psychological and Brain Sciences 
Washington University in St. Louis, 2016 
Professor Todd Braver, Chair 
 
 
Investigating individual differences in cognition requires addressing questions not often thought 
about in standard experimental designs, especially those regarding the psychometrics of a task. 
The purpose of the present study is to use the AX-CPT cognitive control task as a representative 
case study example to address four concerns that may impact the ability to answer questions 
related to individual differences. First, the importance of a task's true score variance for 
evaluating potential failures to replicate predicted individual differences effects is demonstrated. 
Second, evidence is provided that Internet-based studies (e.g., MTurk) can exhibit comparable, 
or even higher true score variance than those conducted in the laboratory, suggesting the 
potential advantages of such data. Third, the need to evaluate and assess psychometrics between 
theoretically-driven and raw behavioral measures, and how they may show different correlation 
patterns with an individual difference outcome measure is shown for both internal consistency 
reliability and test-retest reliability. Finally, the need to restrict generalizations of psychometrics 
across samples or populations is highlighted by demonstrating differences in true score variance 
and their consequences in a schizophrenia cohort compared to matched controls
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Introduction 
 
Experimental psychology seeks to understand behavior by intentionally manipulating 
some feature of a tightly controlled environment in order to compare the psychological outcomes 
of the two (or more) conditions, often by assessing differences in central tendency (Revelle, 
2007). In contrast, differential psychology capitalizes on variability within a sample to study how 
individuals can vary in a given domain, and how those individual differences may correlate to 
other individual differences or outcomes (Revelle, 2007). Yet despite the historical separation 
between differential psychology and experimental psychology (Cronbach, 1957), scientists are 
often interested in aspects of both fields. Many cognitive psychologists, who are primarily 
trained in experimental design, are interested in individual differences of cognitive abilities. Yet 
in order to address such questions, different aspects of the experimental situation become more 
critical. Specifically, when designing experiments, regardless of whether a between-subjects or 
within-subjects approach is taken, the analysis ultimately focuses on the comparison of group 
means and variances. In contrast, the correlational design of individual differences studies 
necessitates a more extended understanding of psychometrics for the conditions being correlated. 
Although psychometric concepts are important for experiments, the averaging of individuals into 
groups (or conditions) changes the types of psychometrics that are important for analyses that 
examine the effects of experimental manipulation. Moreover, the recent “Replication Crisis” in 
Psychology has mainly focused on issues such as p-hacking, the file drawer problem, insufficient 
power, and small sample sizes (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). While these are all important 
issues the field needs to address, the lack of careful examination of psychometrics may also be a 
contributing factor, at least within the context of individual differences studies. 
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Two key concepts in psychometrics are validity and reliability. While these have been 
assessed for most established cognitive tasks, certain nuances of these psychometric concepts are 
frequently overlooked in the cognitive literature. The purpose of this study is to illustrate four 
key issues that researchers may face when investigating individual differences in cognition. To 
make these issues more concrete and accessible, they will be addressed within the context of a 
particular cognitive task, used as a case study example. Although the current study will focus on 
this example task, as brought up in the subsequent General Discussion section, the same issues 
generalize broadly to many cognitive tasks that could be the focus of individual differences 
investigation.    
1.1 Psychometrics 101 
A brief overview of the relevant psychometric terminology and statistical models is 
provided before considering some specific issues and concerns related to psychometrics. The 
field of psychometrics is concerned with devising and evaluating tools for measuring 
psychological phenomena. For instance, a typical research goal that falls under the domain of 
psychometrics would be to construct and evaluate the efficacy of a survey that can capture 
personality traits. In order to assess a measurement tool, one must consider both its validity and 
reliability. A measurement is valid if it measures what it was intended to measure. For example, 
a cognitive task claiming to measure attention is only valid if it successfully assesses attention; if 
instead the task primarily assesses fluid intelligence, then it would be an invalid measure of 
attention. 
Although there is much to discuss in terms of validity, the main focus of the present study 
is on reliability. Reliability asks whether or not the responses or scores from the measurement 
tool are subject to significant measurement error. There are four types of reliability. First, 
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parallel forms reliability assesses whether or not the content of two tests that were constructed 
with the same intention and for the same application are consistent with each other. For instance, 
in a longitudinal study of verbal learning, researchers may want to administer different word lists 
to subjects at each session in order to avoid long term memory from the first session confounding 
the verbal learning results in the second session. Parallel forms reliability then assesses whether 
or not performance across the lists is consistent. Second is inter-rater reliability, which asks if 
individual raters can give the same assessment of the same item or construct. Five radiologists 
diagnosing a tumor the same way from the same computed tomography scan would be a good 
example of high inter-rater reliability. Internal consistency reliability refers to how well items 
within an instrument are measuring the same construct. And finally, test-retest reliability 
evaluates, as the name implies, the stability of multiple administrations of the same instrument to 
the same individuals. The current paper will specifically focus on the two latter types: internal 
consistency and test-retest reliabilities.  
Internal consistency reliability is most frequently assessed by Cronbach’s alpha, the 
simplest version of which is Equation 16 in Cronbach’s original manuscript (1951, p. 304): 
𝛼 =
𝑛2𝐶?̅?𝑗
𝑉𝑡
 
where 𝑛 is the number of items on a scale, 𝐶?̅?𝑗 is the average of all covariances between items, 
and 𝑉𝑡 is variance of the test scores. That is, the numerator is the summed variance of each item 
and the denominator is the variance of the total score. Cronbach’s alpha is constrained between 0 
and 1, with 1 indicating perfect internal consistency reliability and 0 indicating that items are 
essentially random. Alpha increases as the covariance between items increases, and these 
covariances should be greatest when items are indicative of the same construct. Another way of 
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conceptualizing alpha is from a split-half perspective. That is, if the test was split up into two 
equal halves, then there should be a very strong correlation between the first half and the second 
half if the items were independently measuring the exact same construct. This is often referred to 
as split-half reliability. In fact, if one kept dividing the test into halves and averaged all of the 
resulting correlations, ultimately the average split-half correlation would converge onto 
Cronbach’s alpha.  
In contrast to the single administration used in internal consistency reliability, test-retest 
reliability looks at consistency across multiple sessions. High reliability in this context indicates 
that each subject performs similarly on the same items of the same task over a short period of 
time. If the instrument were administered twice, one could simply use a Pearson’s product-
moment correlation to assess test-retest reliability. With more than two administrations however, 
a simple correlation does not suffice. Instead, many use the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 
(ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979): 
𝐼𝐶𝐶 = (
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
2
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
2 + 𝜎𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟2
) 
Considered to work within an ANOVA framework, the ICC is essentially the proportion 
of between-subject variability to the total variability, while controlling for the within-subject 
variability. There are different forms of the ICC; however, all ICCs reported in the following 
analyses are the average random raters form, often indicated as ICC(2,k). This removes the main 
effect of session such that the variance accounted for by session is no longer counted against the 
between-subject variance. For the purposes of this study, the ICC will be considered part of the 
Classical Test Theory framework (described in the next paragraph), although the ICC can also be 
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derived in other psychometric frameworks, such as Generalizability Theory (see General 
Discussion section for more information regarding this framework).  
In Classical Test Theory (CTT), the observed variance in a measurement is the sum of the 
true score variance and measurement error (Χ =  Τ + Ε), and the reliability of a measurement is 
the ratio of true score variance to observed score variance (𝜌ΤX
2 =
𝜎Τ
2
𝜎X
2) (Fur & Bacharach, 2014, p. 
109-111). Importantly, researchers typically compute and try to maximize reliability as a way to 
increase the sensitivity to individual differences. This is somewhat analogous to trying to 
maximize power in experimental designs. Having low power in an experiment decreases the 
likelihood of detecting the hypothesized effect, even if it is present in the world (increases the 
probability of a Type II error). Likewise, having low reliability will decrease the likelihood of 
detecting individual difference patterns, even if meaningful patterns are present in the world. 
While neither high power in experiments nor high reliability in individual differences studies 
guarantees that that one will detect an effect, maximizing both in their respective disciplines 
allows researchers to at least “stack the decks” in their favor. The General Discussion section of 
this manuscript will further address broader issues surrounding CTT, and how they relate to 
more recent psychometric approaches (e.g., Generalizability Theory, Item Response Theory). 
1.2 Cognitive Control and the AX-CPT 
As previously mentioned, the present study will illustrate certain issues and concerns 
pertaining to individual differences questions by carefully examining one cognitive task, the AX-
CPT. The AX-CPT is a variant of the continuous performance task that is commonly used in 
cognitive control experiments (Servan-Schreiber, Cohen, & Steingard, 1996). Cognitive control 
is thought to be a critical component of human higher-cognition, and refers to the ability to 
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actively maintain and use goal-directed information to successfully complete a task. Cognitive 
control is thus used to direct attention, prepare actions, and inhibit inappropriate response 
tendencies. As described further below, the AX-CPT is designed to measure cognitive control in 
terms of how context cues are actively maintained and utilized to direct responding to subsequent 
probe items.  
Furthermore, the AX-CPT has played an important role in the development of a specific 
theoretical framework known as the Dual Mechanisms of Control (DMC) (Braver, 2007). The 
DMC framework posits that there are two distinct types of cognitive control. As the name 
implies, proactive control uses context information to prepare for, and appropriately anticipate 
the cognitive demands of an upcoming task. Conversely, reactive control can be thought of as a 
"late correction" mechanism that is engaged transiently on an as-needed basis when triggered by 
salient or interfering information. One of the main assumptions of the DMC framework is that 
there are likely stable individual differences in the proclivity to use proactive or reactive control 
(Braver, 2012). Moreover, the ability and/or preference to use proactive control is likely 
influenced (or moderated) by other cognitive abilities relating to how easily and flexibly one can 
maintain context information. For instance, a subject with below average working memory 
capacity (WMC) would likely have trouble actively maintaining context cues, and thus be biased 
towards using reactive control strategies; whereas a subject with above average WMC would not 
find maintaining contextual information particularly taxing, and therefore may lean towards 
using proactive control strategies. Individual differences relationships with cognitive control 
have been reported for WMC (Kane & Engle, 2002; Redick, 2014; Richmond, Redick, & Braver, 
2015), fluid intelligence (Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003; Kane & Engle, 2002), and even reward 
processing (Jimura, Locke, & Braver, 2010). Further exploration of these types of individual 
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difference correlations continues to be an active area of research, suggesting the importance of 
attending to psychometric issues within this domain. 
In the AX-CPT, fast and accurate responding depends upon using contextual cue 
information to constrain responding to a probe. On target AX trials, the valid cue is the letter “A” 
and the valid probe is the letter “X”, but only if “X” is preceded by an A-cue. This naturally 
leads to four trial types: AX (target trial), AY (conflict trial), BX (conflict trial), and BY 
(baseline trial) where “B” represents any letter other than “A” and “Y” represents any letter other 
than “X”. Subjects are instructed to make the same response for every cue and every invalid 
probe, and a different response for a valid probe. Researchers use the AX-CPT to explore 
differences in proactive versus reactive control by examining the high conflict trials (AY and BX 
trial types). In subjects utilizing proactive control, the context provided by the A-cue is helpful 
for correctly responding to BX trials. Yet proactive strategies also lead to more AY errors 
because subjects often incorrectly expect a valid probe in the presence of a valid cue. In contrast, 
for participants using reactive control, AY trials are spared while BX trials are difficult, since it 
is the presence of an X-probe that triggers the need to accurately remember the cue. 
Performance on the AX-CPT can be measured in a variety of ways. Standard measures of 
performance include accuracy and reaction time (RT). Other common measures seen in the 
literature include signal detection indices of sensitivity, such as d’ and bias (Stanislaw & 
Todorov, 1999). D’-context is used to indicate how well a subject utilizes cue information 
(“context”) for X-probe responses (i.e., AX vs. BX). A participant with a high d’-context would 
be one that can successfully discriminate between the two contexts (making target responses on 
AX trials and a non-target response on BX)(Gold et al., 2012; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1996). A-
cue bias is used to indicate the degree to which a subject’s response is “biased” by the A-cue. 
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That is, for AX and AY trials, a subject who is strongly biased by the A-cue would almost 
always make a target response on not only AX, but also AY trials, despite the invalid probe 
(Richmond et al., 2015).  
1.3 Psychometric Issues to Consider 
The paragraphs below describe the four main issues addressed in this study, as well as a 
summary of the datasets used in this study. In the following sections, each issue is evaluated with 
it’s own “Methods” and “Discussion” sections, and a “General Discussion” will follow.  
Issue 1— The Need to Report and Evaluate True Score Variance: Although reliability 
and true score variance are closely related to one another, reliability is usually reported in 
psychometric assessments of cognitive tasks whereas true score variance is typically not 
reported. Yet true score variance is equally important to consider. When looking at reliability, it 
is often assumed that a high estimate of reliability is due to a large signal to noise ratio (a high 
degree of true score variance relative to observed score variance). However one could also obtain 
a high reliability estimate if there were both very little signal and very little noise. For example, 
if there is both very little observed variance and very little error variance, then one would obtain 
a high reliability estimate without very much true score variance. To be fair, there are two 
degrees of freedom in the CTT equation 𝝆𝚻𝐗
𝟐 =
𝝈𝚻
𝟐
𝝈𝐗
𝟐, and as long as researchers examine two of 
these three variables, the third can be inferred. And though many papers contain the relevant data 
necessary for computing true score variance, very few studies formally examine true score 
variance and how it may impact their findings. In this paper, the focus will be on reliability and 
true score variance, as conceptualizing true score variance removes the uncertainty due to error 
variance that is associated with overall observed variance.  
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For individual differences questions, one can also think of true score variance as being 
functionally equivalent to discriminating power (L. J. Chapman & Chapman, 1973; Melinder, 
Barch, Heydebrand, & Csernansky, 2005)(although see Kang and MacDonald (2010) for why 
this may not be true in some between-groups experimental designs). If a task fails to capture a lot 
of true score variance, it has little discriminating power and likely cannot accurately assess 
individual differences in a given construct. Therefore, maximizing a task’s ability to capture true 
score variance is paramount to increasing its sensitivity to individual differences. To be clear, 
simply increasing the overall observed variance would not necessarily enhance sensitivity; 
sensitivity increases specifically as the portion of the variance that is replicable, or true score 
variance, increases. 
Typically, experimental studies report basic descriptive statistics, such as mean and 
standard deviation in a summary table. Most of these studies then go on to examine observed 
variance only implicitly, as a source of noise, or the error term, from the perspective of the 
experimental research question, which tends to examine group (or condition) mean differences in 
particular conditions (i.e., via t-tests or ANOVAs). Very few studies directly focus on these 
observed variances and how they might differ across conditions or groups (except when needing 
to impose correction factors on statistical tests), and even fewer report true score variance. The 
lack of attention given to observed variance and the infrequent reporting of true score variance is 
somewhat concerning, particularly if tasks or conditions are being considered as candidates for 
individual difference analyses. Having a better grasp of the true score variance obtained in a 
condition or group could help to de-mystify certain findings, especially in situations in which 
hypothesized individual differences relationships fail to materialize or replicate. An example 
case of a failure of replication for an individual differences effect for certain trial types of the 
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AX-CPT is provided, and this example case suggests evidence that the failure to replicate could 
potentially relate to differences in true score variance.  
Issue 2—The Need to Assess Reliability and True Score Variance in Internet Studies: 
Many psychologists have begun to use online platforms, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk), as a way to collect data from subjects quickly and cheaply. However the utility of 
online cognitive tasks for individual differences applications is still relatively unexplored. For 
instance, though MTurk workers tend to be more demographically diverse than college samples 
(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011), it is unclear whether or not there is enough variance in 
MTurk-administered experiments for individual differences questions, and if reliability could 
potentially be compromised due to technical issues surrounding Internet experiments. Crump et 
al. (2013) investigated the validity of using MTurk for conducting cognitive experiments, and 
showed successful replication of some of the classic cognitive findings including the: Stroop, 
Switching, Flanker, Simon, and Posner Cuing tasks (Crump et al., 2013). However, 
psychometric measures were not reported. The present study adds to this literature by comparing 
an in-lab version of the AX-CPT to an MTurk-administered version, specifically focusing on 
issues of reliability and true score variance. To the author’s knowledge, there is only one 
published study using the AX-CPT on MTurk, and this study used the DPX or Dot-Expectancy 
Task, which is a variant of the AX-CPT in which stimuli are composed of Braille dots rather than 
letters (MacDonald et al., 2005). Like Crump et al. (2013), this study of the DPX did not report 
any psychometric measures or direct comparisons with a laboratory version (Otto, Skatova, 
Madlon-Kay, & Daw, 2015).  
Issue 3—The Need to Evaluate Different Measures of Task Performance: For many 
cognitive tasks, there are a variety of performance measures one could potentially examine. As 
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the most basic measures, performance is typically assessed by accuracy and/or RT for a given 
trial or condition. However, there are many “derived” measures one can look at as well, such as 
those described above for the AX-CPT (d’-context and A-cue bias). Researchers often look to 
derived measures because they are thought to be a more theoretically-driven representation of the 
construct of interest. This implies that they may also be more valid than the basic measures of 
performance (accuracy and RT), however the additional calculations may also be an extra source 
of measurement error. This topic has been discussed especially in terms of difference scores, 
although low reliability of difference scores is, as Edwards (2001) puts it, a “myth” (see “Myth 
1” in Edwards (2001)). That is, reliability of a difference score can be high as long as there is 
sufficient variation in the difference scores within a sample (Rogosa & Willett, 1983).  
In order to investigate individual differences in a given construct, one must decide what 
the measure of that construct ought to be. Should it be the standard measures or derived 
measures? Issue 3 compares and contrasts the standard and derived measures in order to illustrate 
that a task may be more or less useful for individual differences questions based on which 
performance measure is chosen. 
Issue 4—The Need to Place Limitations on Comparing Populations: One of the “gold 
standard” experimental designs is to compare the performance of two different groups on the 
same exact task. As such, it follows that one might want to compare the two groups in terms of 
individual difference relationships with other variables. Therefore, Issue 4 compares the 
reliability and true score variance of the AX-CPT administered to different groups; a 
schizophrenia cohort relative to matched controls. This comparison highlights a key issue: that 
evaluation of a task and its ability to inform on individual difference relationships between 
groups requires an understanding of reliability and true score variance in each group. That is, 
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assuming that the same exact task can be used to examine individual differences in two 
populations is problematic since the psychometric characteristics of the same task may be very 
different in different populations. Issue 4 demonstrates and discusses how generalizing 
psychometrics across populations, even if for the exact same task, may lead to erroneous 
inferences. 
1.4 The Datasets 
Our lab and our colleagues’ labs collected all AX-CPT datasets used in the current study. 
Below each dataset is described, with a summary of relevant study details provided in Table 1. 
Please note that throughout this study, all datasets will be referred to as the names seen in the 
bold fonts below. All studies used for data analysis obtained proper informed consent from their 
respective institutions. 
Richmond1 (Richmond et al., 2015): This study hypothesized that subjects with high 
WMC, as measured by operation span and symmetry span (Redick et al., 2012; Unsworth, Heitz, 
Schrock, & Engle, 2005), would be more inclined to engage in proactive control strategies. The 
data presented in the current study correspond to Richmond et al.’s Experiment 1. The version of 
the AX-CPT used consisted of 144 total trials with AX and BY each comprising ~40% of trials 
and AY and BX each comprising about ~10% of trials. The dataset consisted of 105 subjects 
ranging from 18 to 25 years old (note that 4 participants did not report any demographic 
information), and was acquired at Temple University with the sample coming from the local 
student community. A primary finding was that low WMC individuals were less accurate on AX 
and BX trials, even after controlling for BY accuracy. A secondary finding – which is not further 
discussed in the current study – was that subjects with high WMC were significantly slower, 
though equally as accurate, on AY trials after controlling for BY accuracy. Together, these 
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individual difference correlations were used to suggest that high WMC individuals were more 
strongly biased to use proactive control during AX-CPT performance. 
Gonthier2-STD and Gonthier2-NG: The data used in the current study corresponds to 
Experiment 2 of Gonthier and colleagues, which is currently under review. The experiment 
compared two versions of the AX-CPT (tested within-subjects): 1) a standard version consisting 
of the four main trial types (Gonthier2-STD); and 2) a version that incorporated no-go trials 
(Gonthier2-NG). The trial type frequencies were the same for the four primary trial types for 
both tasks, however the no-go version included an extra set of no-go trials. Some no-go trials 
began with an A-cue (referred to as NGA) while others began with a non-A-cue (referred to as 
NGB). Subjects using context information are more likely to false alarm on no-go trials, as the 
inclusion of no-go trials decreases the cue’s utility to predict the correct probe response. Thus, 
the goal of this experiment was to see if including no-go trials reduced the tendency of 
participants to utilize proactive control during AX-CPT task performance. The dataset consisted 
of 93 subjects ranging from 17 to 25 years old and was acquired at the University of Savoy in 
France with the sample consisting of all native French speakers from the local student 
community. 
MTurk: The goal of this study was to assess the feasibility of administering the AX-CPT 
in an online manner, using Amazon’s MTurk. In order to minimize participant disengagement 
from the task when in an unmonitored, non-laboratory environment, a shortened version of the 
task (30 AX and BY trials; 8 AY, BX, NGA, and NGB trials) was administered in three separate 
sessions. The present study reports on 55 MTurk subjects that completed all three sessions. The 
dataset labeled MTurk-ALL is used for test-retest reliability evaluations. However, just the first 
session of this dataset, referred to as MTurk-S1, is used for questions regarding internal 
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consistency. The exact same version of the task was administered for all three sessions. Note that 
in Table 1, trial type frequencies reported for MTurk-ALL reflect the total number of trials 
across the three sessions, whereas trial type frequencies for MTurk-S1 reflect a single session. 
Although the MTurk variants have notably longer RTs compared to their in-lab counterparts, the 
pattern of RTs for the various trial types is consistent. There are a variety of factors that could 
contribute to longer RTs in Internet studies, however that is beyond the scope of the current 
study.  
Strauss-CTRL and Strauss-SCZ (Strauss et al., 2014): The goal of this project was to 
explore the temporal stability, age effects, and sex effects of various cognitive paradigms 
including the AX-CPT, as part of the Cognitive Neuroscience Test Reliability and Clinical 
applications for Schizophrenia (CNTRaCS) consortium (Gold et al., 2012; Strauss et al., 2014). 
They compared a cohort of 99 schizophrenia subjects to 131 controls matched on age, sex, and 
race/ethnicity on the CNTRaCS tasks across three sessions. For simplicity, only subjects that 
completed the AX-CPT at all three time points are included in the present study. Therefore, for 
the purposes of this study, Strauss-SCZ includes 92 schizophrenia subjects and Strauss-CTRL 
includes 119 matched controls. Although the CNTRaCS AX-CPT variant has the same number 
of overall trials as Richmond1 (n=144), the proportion of each trial type is markedly different 
from all the other datasets. AX trials dominate the task, comprising ~72% of trials, high conflict 
trials in total comprise ~22% of trials, and BY accounts for a mere ~5% of trials. Strauss-CTRL 
and Strauss-SCZ completed identical versions of the task. Thus, the primary goal of including 
these datasets is to compare the psychometrics of the schizophrenia and control groups. Note that 
internal consistency reliability for one session of the Strauss-CTRL dataset will be examined in 
addition to test-retest reliability of all three sessions, and will be labeled as Strauss-CTRL-S1 
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and Strauss-CTRL-ALL accordingly. Like the MTurk dataset, trial type frequencies for 
Strauss-CTRL-ALL and Strauss-SCZ reflect the total number of trials across the three sessions. 
The per session trial type breakdown is the same as Strauss-CTRL-S1. 
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Table 1. Dataset Details 
Study Name 
N 
Subjects 
(% 
Female) 
Mean Age 
(Range) 
Trial 
Type 
N Per 
Trial 
Type 
Mean ER 
Observed 
Variance 
of ER 
Mean RT Notes 
Richmond1 
105 
(73.4%) 
21.33 (18 
- 25) 
AX 58 .138 (.131) .017 472 (134) 
Demographic info 
missing for 4 
participants. 
AY 14 .099 (.097) .009 554 (111) 
BX 14 .122 (.163) .026 474 (180) 
BY 58 .017 (.036) .001 438 (116) 
NGA 0       
NGB 0       
Gonthier2-STD  
(under review) 
93 
(77.9%) 
20.18 (17 
- 25) 
AX 40 .044 (.050) .003 385 (92) 
  
AY 10 .102 (.119) .014 464 (89) 
BX 10 .061 (.090) .008 373 (146) 
BY 40 .010 (.018) .000 352 (108) 
NGA 0       
NGB 0       
Gonthier2-NG 
(under review) 
93 
(77.9%) 
20.18 (17 
- 25) 
AX 40 .062 (.073) .005 432 (117) 
*25 no-go trials were 
included with half 
being NGA and half 
being NGB. Only the 
first 24 were analyzed 
(12 NGA, 12 NGB) 
AY 10 .077 (.091) .008 542 (112) 
BX 10 .203 (.158) .025 504 (179) 
BY 40 .013 (.021) .000 442 (106) 
NGA 12* .163 (.141) .020 NA 
NGB 12* .269 (.177) .031 NA 
MTurk-S1 
(previously 
unpublished data) 
55 
(57.1%) 
36.52 (23 
- 69) 
AX 30 .047 (.060) .004 549 (181) 
First session only. 
AY 8 .048 (.088) .008 650 (165) 
BX 8 .143 (.176) .031 640 (215) 
BY 30 .016 (.025) .001 550 (147) 
NGA 8 .068 (.107) .011 NA 
NGB 8 .091 (.121) .015 NA 
MTurk-ALL 
(previously 
unpublished data) 
55 
(57.1%) 
36.52 (23 
- 69) 
AX 90 .045 (.061) .004 550 (104) 
All three sessions (trial 
types are expressed as 
total across the three 
sessions; per session 
trial type breakdown is 
the same as MTurk-
S1). 
AY 24 .055 (.093) .009 649 (106) 
BX 24 .109 (.154) .024 648 (150) 
BY 90 .012 (.024) .001 551 (90) 
NGA 24 .070 (.105) .011 NA 
NGB 24 .111 (.144) .021 NA 
Strauss-CTRL-S1 
119 
(49.6%) 
38.88 (18 
- 65) 
AX 104 .031 (.039) .002 452 (124) 
First session only. 
AY 16 .053 (.072) .005 560 (104) 
BX 16 .110 (.153) .023 435 (178) 
BY 8 .017 (.049) .002 439 (140) 
NGA 0       
NGB 0       
Strauss-CTRL-ALL 
119 
(49.6%) 
38.88 (18 
- 65) 
AX 312 .028 (.036) .001 443 (68) Primary dependent 
variable was d'-context. 
Only includes subjects that 
completed all time points. 
All three sessions (trial 
types are expressed as 
total across the three 
AY 48 .055 (.082) .007 558 (67) 
BX 48 .089 (.128) .016 428 (111) 
BY 24 .016 (.049) .002 430 (96) 
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NGA 0       sessions; per session trial 
type breakdown is the 
same as Strauss-CTRL-S1). NGB 0       
Strauss-SCZ 
92 
(41.3%) 
39.79 (18 
- 59) 
AX 312 .079 (.104) .011 479 (92) Primary dependent 
variable was d'-context. 
Only includes subjects that 
completed all time points. 
All three sessions (trial 
types are expressed as 
total across the three 
sessions; per session trial 
type breakdown is the 
same as Strauss-CTRL-S1). 
AY 48 .123 (.161) .026 589 (94) 
BX 48 .155 (.176) .031 510 (171) 
BY 24 .046 (.106) .011 487 (116) 
NGA 0 
   
NGB 0 
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Issue 1: The Need to Report and Evaluate 
True Score Variance 
2.1 Methods 
Richmond et al. (2015) found that individual differences in performance on the AX-CPT 
correlated with working memory performance, and WMC significantly correlated with higher 
AX accuracy (r(102) = .36, p < .001), BX accuracy (r(102) = .39, p < .001), and BY accuracy 
(r(102) = .28, p = .004; note that one person did not complete the working memory tasks and so 
n=104 for these correlations). Yet BX accuracy was the only trial type to significantly correlate 
with WMC in the Gonthier2-STD dataset (r(91) = .38, p < .001). One-tailed tests between the 
correlation magnitudes in the direction of Richmond1 having larger correlations than Gonthier2-
STD were significant for AX and BY trial types (z = -2.26, p = .012 and z = -2.17, p = .015, 
respectively). Given that these datasets had very similar task structures, number of subjects, and 
demographics, the psychometrics of both datasets were examined. Internal consistency reliability 
was estimated using Cronbach’s alpha, including bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals based 
on 1000 bootstrapped samples via the “ltm” package in R (Rizopoulos, 2016). Using methods 
from Feldt et al. (1987), a chi-square test was conducted using the “cocron” package in R in 
order to determine whether or not two alpha estimates from independent samples were 
statistically different from each other (Diedenhofen, 2016). True score variance for each study 
and each trial type was calculated in order to see if differences in internal consistency reliability 
and/or true score variance could explain the replication failure. To the author’s knowledge, there 
is no statistical method for evaluating whether or not true score variance in one group is 
significantly different from the other. Instead, F-tests were computed to assess whether or not the 
observed variances of the datasets were significantly different. If both the Feldt tests and F-tests 
are significant, one can reasonably infer that the true score variances are also significantly 
different. However, in the case where one of the tests is significant and the other is not, 
interpretations are more cautious. 
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2.2 Results 
As seen in Figure 1, internal consistency reliability estimates for the Richmond1 and 
Gonthier2-STD datasets were statistically different for AX (𝜒2 (1) = 41.011, p < .000), BX (𝜒 2 
(1) = 23.950, p < .000), and BY (𝜒 2 (1) = 38.160, p < .000), in the direction of Gonthier2-STD 
having lower alphas than Richmond1. Alphas were not significantly different for AY trials (𝜒 2 
(1) = .022, p = .881). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Internal consistency reliability, as measured by Cronbach’s alpha, for Richmond1 (purple) and Gonthier2-
STD (turquoise) datasets. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. All trial types except AY are 
significantly different from each other, per Feldt tests. 
 
 F-tests of observed variances (Table 1) are significant for all trial types, with Richmond1 
having a significantly larger variances for AX, BX, and BY trials (AX: F(104, 92) = 6.734, p < 
.000, BX: F(104, 92) = 3.290, p < .000, and BY: F(104, 92) = 4.191, p < .000), and Gonthier2-
STD having more variance than Richmond1 on AY trial Types (F(92, 104) = 1.494, p = .047). 
While both datasets had high reliability estimates for AX trials (Figure 1), the Richmond1 
dataset’s AX and BX true score variance is over four times larger than Gonthier2-STD’s AX and 
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BX true score variance, respectively (Figure 2). Considering that Feldt tests and F-tests were 
both significant for Richmond1 greater than Gonthier2-STD for AX and BX trials, the 
differences in true score variance are also likely significant for AX and BX trials. Though this is 
also true of BY trials, there is very little overall variance seen at all for both datasets. Moreover, 
although there was a significant difference between observed variance for AY trials, there was 
no significant difference in Cronbach’s alpha, thus it is unclear whether the difference in true 
score variance across the datasets is significant or not. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. True score variance for Richmond1 (purple) and Gonthier2-STD (turquoise) datasets. 
2.3 Discussion 
Gonthier2-STD replicated some but not all aspects of an individual differences effect 
observed by the Richmond1 study. Specifically, AX, BX, and BY trials significantly correlate 
with WMC in the Richmond1 data. However, BX in the Gonthier2-STD dataset is the only trial 
type that significantly correlated with WMC, even though it had a similar sample size, 
procedure, and was performed on a similar population. Yet after careful consideration of the 
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psychometrics, especially true score variance, it is not necessarily surprising that the AX and BY 
trials failed to replicate. The lack of true score variance in the Gonthier2-STD study indicates 
that even if there were a real individual differences relationship between the AX-CPT and WMC 
on AX and BY trials, the Gonthier2-STD study would not have been able to detect such a 
relationship. The opposite is true of AY trials, with AY trending toward Gonthier2-STD having 
more variance than Richmond1 (F(92, 104) = 1.494, p = .047); though since the reliability 
coefficients were not significantly different, it is unclear if AY true score variance is 
significantly different.  
One characteristic of the Gonthier2-STD data is that accuracy was near ceiling levels, and 
as such had very little observed variance, whereas Richmond1 data had higher error rates and 
more observed variance (Table 1). This reinforces the need to take variance, true score or 
observed, into serious consideration along with reliability. For example, even though the 
Richmond1 data had a significantly higher Cronbach’s alpha for AX trials (𝜒2 (1) = 41.011, p < 
.000), alphas indicated reasonably good internal consistency reliability for both studies 
(Richmond1: alpha = .90, Gonthier2-STD: alpha = .60). The fact that both studies had good 
internal consistency reliability estimates for AX trials may not necessarily motivate a researcher 
to probe further into psychometric differences. Yet the examination of true score variance on AX 
trials did reveal an important difference between the datasets, underlining the need to evaluate 
and report both reliability and true score variance. Moreover, while BY internal consistency 
reliability was high for the Richmond1 dataset, there was overall very little true score variance. 
Although this did not impact the Richmond1 study (their analyses partialled out BY variance 
from the other trial types), it does speak to the issue that high reliability estimates do not always 
reflect that the task will be good for individual differences questions; one needs both reasonable 
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between-subjects variance and high reliability estimates, which is simply true score variance. 
Therefore, these data suggest that true score variance ought to be explored in tasks being 
investigated for possible use in individual differences. Moreover, true score variance should be 
reported in addition to reliability when discussing psychometrics. Doing so will be especially 
important for others trying to replicate hypothesized correlations and those using published 
studies to delve deeper into individual differences relationships. Further speculation is provided 
in the General Discussion regarding possible factors that may impact true score variance in the 
AX-CPT. 
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Issue 2: The Need to Assess Reliability and 
True Score Variance in Internet Studies 
3.1 Methods 
Issue 2 aims to add to the current literature regarding Internet-based cognitive research by 
comparing two similar AX-CPT variants, one of which was administered in a laboratory setting 
(Gonthier2-NG) and the other administered on MTurk (MTurk-S1). Please refer to the above 
Datasets section and/or to Table 1 for details concerning trial types frequencies, sample sizes, 
and other details of each of the tasks and sample. Though not identical, the tasks are similar 
enough that it is reasonable to assess in-lab versus online administration. 
Internal consistency reliability was measured with Cronbach’s alpha, and alphas were 
statistically compared via Feldt tests. Differences in observed variances were statistically 
compared via F-tests, and true score variance was calculated according to CTT theory described 
above. 
3.2 Results 
There were no significant differences between MTurk-S1 and Gonthier2-NG datasets in 
either reliability or observed variance (Figure 3 and Table 1, respectively). Interestingly, for the 
two trial types that are of greatest theoretical interest in the AX-CPT, AY and BX, internal 
consistency reliability was numerically higher in the MTurk-S1 (AY alpha = .30, BX alpha = 
.58) dataset than in Gonthier2-NG (AY alpha = .15, BX alpha = .39), although it is critical to not 
consider alpha as a point estimate alone (Figure 3). In contrast, Gonthier2-NG had higher, 
though not statistically different, internal consistency reliability for AX and BY trials (AX alpha 
= .74, BY alpha = .29) than MTurk-S1 (AX alpha = .60, BY alpha = .17) (Figure 3). Although 
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the true score variance for BX trials was higher in the MTurk1-S1 dataset than in the Gonthier2-
NG dataset (Figure 4), neither Feldt tests nor F-tests were significant, and therefore the 
difference in true score variances seen in Figure 4 are likely not significant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Internal consistency reliability, as measured by Cronbach’s alpha, for MTurk-S1 (blue) and Gonthier2-NG 
(gray) datasets. Feldt’s tests did not reveal any significant differences between the two datasets. 
. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. True score variance for MTurk-S1 (blue) and Gonthier2-NG (gray) datasets. 
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3.3 Discussion 
Overall, the comparison of in-lab to online-administered experiments demonstrates that 
the two are psychometrically similar, with the online version even having numerically higher 
internal consistency reliability estimates and true score variance, though not significantly 
different, than it’s in-lab counterpart on high conflict trials. In fact, as seen in Table 1, the 
MTurk-S1 study had a fewer number of trials per trial type (i.e., MTurk-S1 had 30 AX trials 
while Gonthier2-NG had 40 AX trials) which is actually a handicap in terms of Cronbach’s 
alpha, since alpha increases as the number of items increases. These tasks are not identical and so 
these analyses cannot be viewed as a replication attempt, per se. However, taken in the broader 
context of classic cognitive findings being replicated on MTurk (Crump et al., 2013; Germine et 
al., 2012), and evidence that MTurk workers are more attentive (Hauser & Schwarz, 2015) and 
more diverse (Buhrmester et al., 2011) than their in-lab counterparts, the lack of psychometric 
differences observed here support the notion that Internet studies can be as informative as in-lab 
studies. Moreover, these findings suggest that MTurk datasets can be used to further investigate 
individual differences questions in cognition. Nevertheless, it is strongly recommended that 
researchers evaluate reliability and true score variance in an Internet version of any given task, as 
these metrics may inform the utility of the obtained data set.  
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Issue 3: The Need to Evaluate Different 
Measures of Task Performance 
4.1 Methods 
Many cognitive tasks have multiple measures of performance. In the AX-CPT, standard 
outcome measures include accuracy and RT for the different trial types, but also additional 
derived outcome measures. Measures that have been used in the prior literature include (but are 
not limited to) signal detection indices such as d’-context and A-cue bias. By examining internal 
consistency reliability, test-retest reliability, and true score variance for both standard and 
derived AX-CPT measures, Issue 3 demonstrates that the psychometrics of a task may vary 
simply by the outcome measure. 
Both the MTurk and Strauss-CTRL datasets were assessed. For all internal consistency 
estimates, the first session of each task was used (MTurk-S1 and Strauss-CTRL-S1, respectively) 
whereas all three sessions were used for test-retest estimates (MTurk-ALL and Strauss-CTRL-
ALL, respectively). As before, internal consistency reliability was estimated via Cronbach’s 
alpha for standard measures. However, d’-context and A-cue bias are typically single numbers 
per subject for one session, making it impossible to compute Cronbach’s alpha. To address this, a 
boostrapped split-half reliability approach was employed. Trials were first randomly divided into 
halves, the derived measure was calculated on each half, and then the correlation between the 
two halves was recorded. This was done for 1000 iterations, and the mean of the 1000 correlation 
coefficients was recorded as the split-half correlation. Split-half correlations only represent half 
of the number of items as the full test, which may reduce the reliability estimate. Therefore, the 
Spearman-Brown correction of 
2𝑟
1+𝑟
, where 𝑟 is the split-half correlation, was applied, yielding an 
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estimate of split-half reliability (Brown, 1910; Spearman, 1910). This is thought to be a fair 
approach since, in theory, the split-half reliability will converge to Cronbach’s alpha if an infinite 
split-half samples are taken. Test-retest reliability was assessed via ICC(2,k). In order to explore 
the observed variances of standard measures and derived measures, the coefficient of variation 
(calculated as standard deviation divided by the mean) was used, although formal comparisons of 
observed variance were not carried out. Since the mean of some scores, particularly the A-cue 
bias, were very close to zero, a constant of one was added to all scores for all trial types before 
calculating the coefficient of variation. True score variance was calculated as the coefficient of 
variation multiplied by reliability in order to avoid issues surrounding measurement scales.  
In addition to examining psychometric properties, correlations between a standard 
measure and an individual difference measure were compared to the correlations between a 
derived measure and an individual difference measure. This is explored in the Strauss-CTRL 
dataset only, as the MTurk dataset did not have any associated individual differences outcomes. 
One of the CNTRaCS measures, the Relational and Item-Specific Encoding (RISE) task 
(Ragland et al., 2012), was used as the individual difference outcome (note that 2 subjects were 
removed from this portion of the analyses for incomplete RISE data for a total n=117). The RISE 
assesses episodic memory encoding and retrieval processes, and there are three primary RISE 
conditions considered here: associative recognition (AR), item recognition associative encoding 
(IRAE), and item recognition item encoding (IRIE). Correlation coefficients between the derived 
measures and the associated standard measures (i.e. AX and BX versus d’-context) were 
statistically compared via comparing two overlapping correlations based on dependent groups 
with the “cocor” package in R (Diedenhofen & Musch, 2015). 
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4.2 Results 
Figure 5A (right panel) shows internal consistency reliability estimates for standard 
measures and Figure 5B (left panel) shows internal consistency reliability estimates for derived 
measures, with error bars representing 95% confidence intervals. D’-context internal 
consistency reliability is higher than A-cue bias for both datasets (MTurk-S1 d’-context = .65, 
MTurk-S1 A-cue bias = .48; Strauss-CTRL-S1 d’-context = .85, Strauss-CTRL-S1 A-cue bias = 
.45). In both Strauss-CTRL-S1 and MTurk-S1, d’-context internal consistency reliability 
(MTurk-S1 = .65, Strauss-CTRL-S1 = .85) is higher than the two corresponding standard 
measures (AX and BX; MTurk-S1: AX = .60, BX = .58; Strauss-CTRL-S1: AX = .82, BX = 
.79). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Internal consistency reliability estimates for standard measures (5A, left panel, measure of reliability is 
Cronbach’s alpha) and derived measures (5B, right panel, measure of reliability is a bootstrapped split-half 
reliability) in the MTurk-S1(blue) and Strauss-CTRL-S1(red) datasets. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals. 
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 Figure 6A (right panel) shows test-retest reliability estimates for standard measures and 
Figure 6B (left panel) shows test-retest reliability estimates for derived measures. All estimates 
of test-retest reliability are assessed with ICC(2,k), and all error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals. As seen in internal consistency reliability (Figure 5), d’-context test-retest reliability 
(MTurk-ALL = .69, Strauss-CTRL-ALL = .80) is higher than test-retest reliability of the A-cue 
bias for both datasets (MTurk-ALL = .62; Strauss-CTRL-ALL = .52) (Figure 6). Similar to the 
internal consistency estimates above, d’-context is higher than the corresponding standard 
measures (AX and BX) for the Strauss-CTRL-ALL data (AX = .74, BX = .74), and is roughly 
between AX and BX for the MTurk-ALL data (AX = .70, BX = .54). A-cue bias is notably lower 
than the two corresponding trial types (AX and AY) in Strauss-CTRL-ALL (AX = .74, AY = 
.65, A-cue bias = .52), and roughly between AX and AY in MTurk-ALL (AX = .70, AY = .20, 
A-cue bias = .62). 
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Figure 6. Test-retest reliability estimates for standard measures (6A, left panel) and derived measures (6B, right 
panel) for MTurk-ALL (blue) and Strauss-CTRL-ALL (red) datasets. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
Bar plots of observed variance and true score variance are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 
8, respectively. To overcome issues of varying scales, the coefficient of variation (standard 
deviation divided by mean) is shown instead of raw observed variances, and true score variance 
was calculated as reliability times the coefficient of variation. Note that in both Figure 7 and 
Figure 8, internal consistency reliability was calculated with first session of each dataset 
(MTurk-S1 and Strauss-CTRL-S1) and test-retest reliability was calculated across all three 
sessions (MTurk-ALL and Strauss-CTRL-ALL). Both derived measures show more variability 
and more true score variance than standard measures (Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Observed variance, as measured by the coefficient of variation for both internal consistency reliability 
(session 1) and test-retest reliability (all sessions) for the MTurk (blue) and Strauss-CTRL (red) datasets. 
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Figure 8. True score variance, as measured by reliability times the coefficient of variation for both internal 
consistency reliability (session 1) and test-retest reliability (all sessions) in the MTurk (blue) and Strauss-CTRL 
(red) datasets. 
Table 2 shows the correlations between the RISE and AX-CPT measures for each of the 
three RISE conditions. Correlations of AX trials to the RISE are numerically equal to or higher 
than correlations between d’-context and the RISE for all three RISE conditions. For the RISE 
AR condition, the correlation between d’-context and the RISE is lower than the correlation 
between BX and the RISE, however the opposite is true for the IRAE and IRIE conditions (Table 
2). Table 3 shows how the correlations to the RISE measures differ as a function of standard 
versus derived performance measures. For example, the first row of Table 3 should be 
interpreted as correlation between AX-CPT AX trials and RISE AR is not significantly different 
from the correlation between AX-CPT d’-context and RISE AR (z = -0.009, p = 0.993). Of the 
twelve potential comparisons, only two reach significance in the direction of standard measures 
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greater than derived measures, and there are no significant correlations in the other direction 
(Table 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* p <.05 for both Table 2 and table 3 
4.3 Discussion 
As many cognitive tasks have multiple performance measures, cognitive psychologists 
must make a decision regarding which outcome to use. Many simply look at standard measures, 
like accuracy or RT, while others prefer theoretically-derived measures. From an individual 
Table 2. Correlations Between AX-CPT 
Standard and Derived Measures, and the 
RISE in the Strauss-CTRL Dataset. 
RISE Condition 
AX-CPT 
Trial Type r 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX .18* 
AY .00 
BX .25* 
D'-Context .18* 
A-Cue Bias .16 
Item Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX .27* 
AY .15 
BX .18* 
D'-Context .21* 
A-Cue Bias .12 
Item Recognition 
Item Encoding 
AX .30* 
AY .13 
BX .17 
D'-Context .21* 
A-Cue Bias .15 
Table 3. Comparison of Correlation Magnitudes between 
Standard AX-CPT Measures to RISE and Derived AX-CPT 
Measures to RISE. 
RISE Condition r Comparison z p 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX vs. D'-Context -.009 .993 
BX vs. D'-Context 1.918 .055* 
AX vs. A-Cue Bias .216 .829 
AY vs. A-Cue Bias -1.075 .282 
Item Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX vs. D'-Context 1.508 .132 
BX vs. D'-Context -.781 .435 
AX vs. A-Cue Bias 1.723 .085 
AY vs. A-Cue Bias .169 .866 
Item Recognition 
Item Encoding 
AX vs. D'-Context 2.157 .031* 
BX vs. D'-Context -.974 .330 
AX vs. A-Cue Bias 1.739 .082 
AY vs. A-Cue Bias -.111 .911 
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differences perspective, one would want to use the performance measure that is most reliable and 
captures the most true score variance. Despite the psychometric advantage of derived measures 
seen here, particularly for d’-context, there was no evidence that derived measures better 
correlated to the RISE than did standard measures to the RISE (Table 2 and Table 3). In fact, 
Table 2 demonstrates that standard measures had numerically higher correlations to the RISE, 
and Table 3 shows BX better correlated to the RISE AR than d’-context (z = 1.918, p = .055) and 
AX better correlated to the RISE IRIE than d’-context (z = 2.157, p = .031) (Table 3). These 
findings indicate that standard measures may be preferable to derived measures. Although these 
results favor standard measures when examining individual differences relationships between the 
AX-CPT and the RISE, they could also potentially be attributable other psychometric factors 
beyond differences in chosen performance measure. For instance, Table 1 shows that the mean 
error rates and observed variances were very low for Strauss-CTRL-S1, thus even though 
derived measures showed more variability and true score variance than standard measures, it still 
might not be enough variance. Moreover, the RISE had very little variance as well (AR = .035, 
IRAE = .009, and IRIE = .008; not shown), which may prevent AX-CPT measures, standard or 
derived, from capturing meaningful individual difference correlations between the AX-CPT and 
the RISE. Taken together, these findings emphasize the need to evaluate different task 
performance measures before use in an individual difference study.  
These findings also show that psychometrics may vary depending on which type of 
reliability is prioritized, and prioritization of a certain reliability type may then influence the 
method of task administration. For example, the MTurk dataset was administered as three short 
sessions, as subjects completing these tasks in an un-monitored, non-laboratory environment can 
be easily distracted; thus, switching to a multi-session, test-retest approach helped to minimize 
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the boredom factor. Yet it may be better psychometrically to instead run one longer session, 
which eliminates the need for subjects to return for follow-up sessions, although this type of task 
administration intrinsically favors internal consistency reliability. Future studies may want to 
further look into this issue, as it could potentially have implications as to how to get the best 
performance out of research participants. 
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Issue 4: The Need to Be Cautious when 
Comparing Populations 
5.1 Methods 
When exploring the psychometrics of a cognitive task, it is critical to remember that the 
psychometrics are only representative of the particular population under study. To demonstrate 
this point, the present study compared the psychometrics of a schizophrenia cohort (Strauss-
SCZ) to matched controls (Strauss-CTRL). Strauss-SCZ and Strauss-CTRL each completed 
three sessions (in the laboratory) on the same exact task version. While Strauss et al. (2014) did 
report test-retest reliability, the current study used a different approach to theirs. First, their 
primary outcome measure of the AX-CPT was the d’-context whereas the current study wanted 
to look at test-retest reliability of standard performance measures as well. The present study used 
the ICC(2,k) as the test-retest reliability estimate and computed F-tests for differences in 
observed variances per trial type. As in Issue 3, observed variance is plotted as the coefficient of 
variation, and a constant of one was added to scores for all trial types. True score variance was 
calculated as the ICC multiplied by the coefficient of variation for each for the four standard trial 
types (AX, AY, BX, and BY) and for d’-context. To the author’s knowledge, there is no analog 
of the Feldt test for ICCs. Therefore, the focus will be on whether or not the 95% confidence 
intervals of the ICC overlap. The present study also expands on the Strauss findings by reporting 
test-retest reliability of the matched controls, whereas they only reported test-retest reliability for 
patients (see Table 4 of Strauss et al. (2014)). 
To describe how comparing psychometrics across populations may lead to erroneous 
inferences, the current study correlates each AX-CPT trial type (including d’-context) with each 
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of the RISE conditions for each group. The magnitude of the correlation coefficients between the 
schizophrenia and control groups was then statistically compared. A few subjects with complete 
AX-CPT data had missing data in the RISE, therefore the correlations reported are for sample 
sizes: Strauss-CTRL n=117, Strauss-SCZ n=89. 
5.2 Results 
For all trial types, all Strauss-SCZ ICCs are larger than all Strauss-CTRL ICCs (Figure 
9). For both AX and AY trial types, 95% confidence intervals for Strauss-SCZ and Strauss-
CTRL do not overlap, indicating that these ICCs are, likely, meaningfully different. Both 
Strauss-SCZ and Strauss-CTRL have reasonably high ICCs for all trial types, with the lowest 
ICC for Strauss-SCZ equal to .79 (BX trials) and the lowest ICC to Strauss-CTRL equal to .65 
(AY trials) (Figure 9). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Test-retest reliability, as measured by ICC(2,k), for Strauss-SCZ (green) and Strauss-CTRL (red). Error 
bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the ICC. Standard measures are noted as circles, and derived 
measures (d’-context only) are noted by triangles. 
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Figure 10 and Figure 11 show observed variance and true score variance, respectively. F-
tests of observed variances for all trial types (see Table 1 for standard measures; raw observed 
variance of d’-context not reported) were significantly larger in the Strauss-SCZ than in Strauss-
CTRL (AX F(91, 118) = 10.896, p < .000; AY F(91, 118) = 5.264, p < .000; BX F(91, 118) = 
2.006, p < .000; BY F(91, 118) = 5.533, p < .000; and d’-context F(91, 118 = 1.740, p = .005). 
The coefficient of variation and true score variance were both higher in the Strauss-SCZ dataset 
than Strauss-CTRL on every measure (Figure 10 and Figure 11). Despite the high test-retest 
reliability estimates for Strauss-CTRL, the true score variance of Strauss-CTRL was at least 1.5 
times lower than the true score variance of Strauss-SCZ for all measures (Figure 11). Differences 
in test-retest reliability (non-overlapping confidence intervals around the ICC) are likely 
significant for AX and AY trials, and F-tests in observed variances are significantly different, 
indicating that the differences in true score variance for AX and AY are also likely significant 
between groups. Though unclear if significantly different for BX, BY, and d’-context (ICC 
confidence intervals overlap, but F-tests are significantly different), true score variances of BX, 
BY, and d’-context are numerically higher in Strauss-SCZ than Strauss-CTRL (Figure 11). That 
is, there is more heterogeneity or between-subjects variability in the schizophrenia sample than 
the control sample, which increases the power of the AX-CPT to detect individual difference 
relationships for that group. 
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Figure 10. Observed variance, as measured by the coefficient of variation for test-retest reliability of the Strauss-
SCZ (green) and Strauss-CTRL (red) datasets. 
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Figure 11. True score variance, as measured by the coefficient of variation times the ICC of the Strauss-SCZ (green) 
and Strauss-CTRL (red) datasets. 
The Strauss-CTRL dataset had significantly less observed variability than Strauss-SCZ 
on all three RISE conditions (AR F(91, 117) = 1.497, p = .040; IRAE F(91, 117) = 4.793, p < 
.000; IRIE F(91, 117) = 5.339, p < .000; not shown). Further, all correlations between RISE 
conditions and AX-CPT measures were numerically larger in Strauss-SCZ than the Strauss-
CTRL, and every single correlation of the AX-CPT measure to all three RISE conditions were 
significant for Strauss-SCZ (Table 4). Based on this finding, evaluations of whether or not the 
correlation between a RISE condition and an AX-CPT measure in Strauss-SCZ was significantly 
larger than the correlation between a RISE condition and an AX-CPT measure in Strauss-CTRL 
were carried out using a one-tailed test for non-overlapping independent samples (Diedenhofen 
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& Musch, 2015). Seven of the 15 possible comparisons were statistically significant, all within 
the IRAE and IRIE conditions (Table 5).  
The correlation between d’-context and the RISE was numerically higher than the 
corresponding correlation of BX to the RISE on all three RISE conditions, and higher than the 
correlation of AX to the RISE on two of the three RISE conditions for the Strauss-SCZ group 
(Table 4). Comparisons of these correlations were conducted for Strauss-SCZ only, mirroring 
Table 3 in Issue 3, though none were statistically significant (Table 6).  
Table 4. Correlations between AX-CPT Measures and the 
RISE in the Strauss-CTRL and Strauss-SCZ Datasets. 
Group 
RISE 
Condition 
AX-CPT 
Measures r 
Strauss-CTRL 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX .18* 
AY .00 
BX .25* 
BY .06 
D'-Context .18* 
Item 
Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX .27* 
AY .15 
BX .18* 
BY .09 
D'-Context .21* 
Item 
Recognition 
Item 
Encoding 
AX .30* 
AY .13 
BX .17 
BY .07 
D'-Context .21* 
Strauss-SCZ 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX .25* 
AY .21* 
BX .26* 
BY .23* 
D'-Context .31* 
Item 
Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX .41* 
AY .32* 
BX .40* 
BY .37* 
D'-Context .43* 
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Item 
Recognition 
Item 
Encoding 
AX .49* 
AY .33* 
BX .44* 
BY .39* 
D'-Context .47* 
Table 5. Comparison of Correlation Magnitudes 
between AX-CPT Measures to RISE between 
Strauss-SCZ and Strauss-CTRL. 
RISE Condition 
AX-CPT 
Measures 
z p 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX -.514 .304 
AY -1.493 .068 
BX -.075 .470 
BY -1.219 .111 
D'-Context -.970 .166 
Item 
Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX -1.112 .133 
AY -1.264 .103 
BX -1.692 .045* 
BY -2.088 .018* 
D'-Context -1.727 .042* 
Item 
Recognition 
Item Encoding 
AX -1.586 .056* 
AY -1.485 .069 
BX -2.104 .018* 
BY -2.392 .008* 
D'-Context -2.079 .019* 
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Table 6. Comparison of Correlation Magnitudes between 
Standard AX-CPT Measures to RISE and Derived AX-CPT 
Measures to RISE for Strauss-SCZ Only 
RISE Condition r Comparison z p 
Associative 
Recognition 
AX vs. D'-Context -.925 .178 
BX vs. D'-Context -.926 .177 
Item Recognition 
Associative 
Encoding 
AX vs. D'-Context -.373 .355 
BX vs. D'-Context -.549 .292 
Item Recognition 
Item Encoding 
AX vs. D'-Context .239 .405 
BX vs. D'-Context -.602 .274 
 
* p <.05 for Tables 4-6 
5.3 Discussion 
Strauss et al. (2014) attempted to explore test-retest reliability for the AX-CPT (and other 
cognitive tasks) for schizophrenia subjects as part of the large-scale CNTRaCS study. Using their 
data, the present study demonstrates that the AX-CPT has numerically higher test-retest 
reliability (and likely significantly different for AX and AY trials specifically) for the 
schizophrenia subjects than for matched controls on the same task (Figure 9). Henderson et al. 
(2011) conducted a similar study looking at the test-retest reliability of individual trial types for 
various versions of the DPX that differed in their inter-stimulus interval (ISI) and in their 
proportion of trial types. In the version of the task that they concluded was optimal (Short form 
#1), they too find that reliability estimates were higher for schizophrenia than for matched 
controls on all trial types (AX — 0.90 vs. 0.80, AY — 0.65 vs. 0.39, BX — 0.79 vs. 0.53, and 
BY — 0.28 vs. 0.21, respectively for patients and controls (see Table 2 in Henderson et al. 
(2011)). Moreover, Strauss-SCZ had larger correlations to the RISE than the Strauss-CTRL 
dataset (Table 4), and the magnitude of these correlations for roughly half of the comparisons 
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was significantly larger in Strauss-SCZ compared to Strauss-CTRL (Table 5). The higher test-
retest reliability and differential correlations observed here highlights the ease with which an 
erroneous inference can be made about a task’s psychometrics. Consider the following 
hypothetical scenario: 
A researcher hypothesizes that individual differences in the AX-CPT correlate with some 
outcome for schizophrenia subjects, but not for matched controls. She knows that she ought to 
explore the psychometrics of the task, and so she administers the version she wants to a group of 
schizophrenia subjects. Like Strauss-SCZ, the researcher finds that both test-retest reliability and 
true score variance is high and determines that her task version is good for proceeding with her 
individual difference question. She administers the task to a new group of schizophrenia subjects 
and to a group of matched healthy controls, and finds that her hypothesis is indeed supported, 
with significant individual difference relationships with the AX-CPT in the schizophrenia group 
and not in the control group, concludes that the structure of cognitive functions differ in SCZ and 
controls. 
The inferences made in the above hypothetical scenario are misguided. Simply because a 
task is good for individual differences questions in one population does not mean that it is good 
for a different population. That is, the psychometrics properties of a task need to be constrained 
to the population under study, and even then one must be careful that the psychometrics seen in 
one sample of a population generalize to other samples from the same population. Similarly with 
the data presented here, one could not conclude that the individual difference relationship 
between the AX-CPT and the RISE is fundamentally different for schizophrenia subjects 
compared to the controls because the Strauss-CTRL AX-CPT dataset has worse psychometrics 
and less observed variance in the RISE. Therefore, it is unclear whether or not the individual 
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difference relationship is actually different or if the differential correlations are an artifact of 
varying psychometrics for the samples.  
As Streiner (2010, p. 101) put it, “reliability is a characteristic of the test scores, not of 
the test itself,” and though this point has been frequently reiterated in the personality and 
psychometric literature (Caruso, 2000; Feldt & Brennan, 1989; Wilkinson & The Task Force on 
Statistical Inference, 1999; Yin & Fan, 2000), it bears repeating. In the hypothetical example, 
while the task may be acceptable for the schizophrenia cohort, the researcher does not know if 
the task is also acceptable for the controls. If one wanted to do this study validly, they would 
need to explore the true score variance and reliability of the same task version on two different 
populations (schizophrenia and controls), determine whether the task has sufficient reliability 
and true score variance in both groups, and only then continue on with the individual differences 
question. This could of course work in the other direction – a task that is optimized for individual 
differences analyses in controls may not have the same utility for a different population. It is 
therefore recommended that researchers be cognizant of this, and make sure that psychometrics 
are explored in all the populations of interest before proceeding with individual differences 
studies. 
Interestingly, the correlation of d’-context to the RISE was numerically higher than the 
correlations between standard AX-CPT measures to the RISE in Strauss-SCZ, whereas the 
reverse is seen in Strauss-CTRL (see Issue 3). These findings indicate that d’-context might be a 
preferable performance measure for schizophrenia subjects, but that standard measures might be 
better for control subjects. Though this particular pattern does not reach statistical significance 
(Table 6), it does reinforce that psychometric decisions regarding choosing a performance 
measure of a task might vary by the population under study. 
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General Discussion 
The present study carefully examined various datasets of the AX-CPT in order to 
illustrate common issues that cognitive psychologists may encounter when preparing to use a 
cognitive task for an individual differences study. Issue 1 demonstrates that investigating the 
psychometrics can help researchers better understand replication failures. In Issue 2, the 
psychometrics of the AX-CPT are shown to be at least as good, if not better, on MTurk than in 
the lab, indicating that online platforms may be used for individual differences questions in 
cognition. Issue 3 shows that psychometrics may vary simply by what is used as the index of 
performance; that is standard measures may have different psychometric properties than derived 
measures even on the exact same task in the same sample. Finally, Issue 4 emphasizes the need 
to be careful about examining psychometrics when the ultimate goal is to compare individual 
difference relationships across populations. The following sections focus on broader implications 
that arise in relation to the issues and case study results discussed above. 
6.1 The AX-CPT as a “Case Study” 
Although the problems highlighted here do generalize to any cognitive task, these 
findings also raise some interesting points specifically regarding the AX-CPT. One critical 
assumption of the DMC framework not previously mentioned is that there may be intra-
individual differences such that a given subject may be more or less likely to use a proactive or 
reactive control strategy in different task contexts (Braver, 2012). The present study is limited by 
its retrospective evaluation; AX-CPT datasets were already collected for different research 
purposes, and thus have variable task properties such as overall length and trial frequencies 
(Table 1). Within the DMC framework, these task variations suggest the possibility that a 
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participant who adopts a proactive strategy on one AX-CPT variant might adopt a reactive 
control strategy on a different AX-CPT version. This could account for the heterogeneity of 
psychometric properties like reliability and true score variance seen across the different datasets. 
While differences in variability are expected between schizophrenia patients and healthy 
controls, and even perhaps between schizophrenia-matched controls and non-matched controls, 
the psychometrics were surprisingly different across the non-matched control datasets 
(Richmond1, Gonthier2-STD, Gonthier2-NG, and MTurk-S1). In a prior study, Henderson et al. 
(2011) aimed to partially address this issue, although their explicit goal was to optimize the DPX 
variant of the AX-CPT for ease of administration and interpretability in clinical investigations, 
specifically for the study of cognitive control impairments in schizophrenia. They found that the 
optimal version (Short Form #1) of the task was one with a shorter interstimulus interval 
(2000ms) and a strong ‘prepotency’ effect. Prepotency here refers to a larger discrepancy 
between AX trials and high conflict trials (AY and BX); with higher AX trial frequency, 
participants should be encouraged to make a target response to probe stimuli that follow A-cues 
and a target response whenever an X-probe is presented. Yet since the objective was to optimize 
the task for clinical purposes, their best version falls short for controls. Specifically, their 
reported alphas are quite a bit lower and their standard deviation of percent errors for all four 
trial types are markedly lower in the control group (e.g., standard deviations AY – 15.1 vs. 5.0 
and BX – 20.4 vs. 4.8, respectively for schizophrenia patients and matched controls). While 
Henderson et al. (2011) accomplished their goal in finding a version that works best well for 
schizophrenia, those interested in using the AX-CPT for non-clinical applications may still need 
to conduct a within-subject prospective study to look at how systematic variations to the AX-
CPT trial frequencies/length could potentially influence the psychometrics of the task.  
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Slight variations in task structure cannot explain the differences in psychometrics 
between the Gonthier2-STD and Richmond1 datasets, which had nearly identical trial 
proportions (Gonthier2-STD had slightly fewer overall trials) and were conducted in identical 
contexts (in-lab). As mentioned in the Issue 1 discussion, Gonthier2-STD was very close to 
accuracy ceiling levels, though it is still unclear why Gonthier2-STD was at ceiling and 
Richmond1 was not. It is possible that perhaps demographic information not normally collected 
and/or analyzed in studies with samples mainly comprised of college students (i.e., 
socioeconomic status, major, parental education etc.) is responsible for this discrepancy, or 
perhaps differences in the ability level (i.e., fluid intelligence) or motivation of the two samples 
is to blame. Although researchers must always balance the trade-off between participant time 
burden and increasing the amount of data to be collected, given these findings, it is perhaps 
worthwhile for future studies to explore if and how more in-depth demographic information or 
general ability and motivation levels may relate to AX-CPT performance. 
6.2 Generalizability 
Reliability and true score variance measures were presented here in forms that stem from 
the CTT literature, as psychometrics measures based on CTT are more common in the cognitive 
literature. Psychometrics, especially for individual differences purposes, are often regarded in the 
context of personality and ability assessments, yet it is unclear whether or not this framework 
generalizes to cognitive tasks. That is, should cognitive tasks be held to the same psychometric 
standards as non-cognitive measures (e.g., surveys, intelligence tests)? For example, Nunnally 
and Bernstein (1994) suggest measures have an internal consistency reliability estimate ranging 
.70-.79 for preliminary research, .80-.89 for basic research, and a minimum .90 if used for 
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clinical purposes. In this study’s internal consistency comparisons (Issues 1 and 2), very few of 
the trial types surpassed even the lowest recommendation.  
Though one should always strive to design tasks with the best possible psychometric 
properties, reconsidering what it means to have “good” psychometrics in the context of cognitive 
tasks is a worthwhile endeavor. For instance, internal consistency reliability is the most reported 
type of reliability in psychological research and Cronbach’s alpha is the most reported statistic 
for internal consistency reliability (Dunn, Baguley, & Brunsden, 2013). Yet Cronbach’s alpha is 
rarely recommended as the preferred metric for internal consistency reliability because correctly 
using alpha rests upon three critical assumptions: 1) scores are, in fact, a simple sum of true 
scores and errors (classical item-score assumption), 2) items are unidimensional such that all 
items equally share the same amount of true score contribution (tau equivalency assumption), 
and 3) errors of items are uncorrelated (uncorrelated-errors assumption) (Novick & Lewis, 
1967). These three assumptions are rarely met across psychological applications (Yang & Green, 
2011). When examining cognitive tasks, it is worth asking whether the assumption violations are 
even more severe. 
 Cognitive task performance can be impacted by a plethora of factors, so one must first 
examine whether the classical item-score assumption is a fair and valid assumption when trying 
to understand complicated, messy cognitive constructs. Can it really be the case that a person’s 
observed score is simply equal to their true score plus some error term? The reality is that there 
are likely other meaningful, nested factors contributing to both the true score and the error term. 
Furthermore, it is likely not accurate to consider trials within a given task as independent events, 
which almost guarantees that the tau-equivalency assumption is violated. That is, state effects 
(such as practice and/or repetition priming) brought about by performing the task may impair the 
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ability of all trials of the same trial type to load onto the same construct in a unidimensional 
manner. Consider a subject that randomly receives the following sequence of 10 trials: BY-BY-
BY-BY-BX-AX-AX-AX-AX-BX. Ideally the two BX trials should load onto the same construct. 
Yet the response to the last BX trial is likely going to be impacted by the strong target 
prepotency effect of the 4 previous AX trials whereas the first BX trial has no such prepotency 
effect (and in fact, it may go in the other direction). Perhaps when averaged across groups in 
experimental manipulations the effects of a randomized trial type presentation (as is standard in 
most cognitive tasks) are effectively removed. However, presentation of randomized stimuli 
sequences creates problems for individual differences questions, since each subject is effectively 
completing a different task with a different underlying task structure. It is possible that 
presenting stimuli in a fixed sequence, rather than a randomized order, can help reduce this 
confound. In fact, Henderson et al. (2011) were concerned with this same issue, and opted to 
pseudorandomly create a fixed sequence of trial types that was then administered to all 
participants. This is an interesting first step, although whether or not a fixed trial order is 
especially useful for improving psychometrics and individual differences questions remains to be 
determined. 
6.3 Classical Test Theory and Beyond 
It seems clear that many scales, including cognitive tasks, will intrinsically violate the 
assumptions of Cronbach’s alpha (Yang & Green, 2011). However, staying within the CTT, 
other metrics of internal consistency have been proposed, the most popular of which is 
coefficient omega (hierarchical; 𝜔ℎ) (McDonald, 1999). Omega is the proportion of a correlation 
matrix associated with a general factor, or an estimate of general factor saturation. In a 
comparison of internal consistency metrics, including alpha and 𝜔ℎ, Zinbarg et al. (2005) 
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conclude that 𝜔ℎ was the best estimate of internal consistency reliability, outperforming alpha 
when the tau-equivalency assumption is violated (Dunn et al., 2013). However, the utility of 𝜔ℎ 
for cognitive tasks has yet to be determined, as the development and scrutiny of 𝜔ℎ has not been 
explored in the cognitive literature. Specifically, 𝜔ℎ is based on hierarchical factor analysis 
techniques, which may present problems for cognitive psychologists. For instance, the “omega” 
function within the R “psych” package requires users to input the number of factors thought to be 
“group factors” (default = 3) (Revelle, 2016). In terms of the AX-CPT, it seems challenging to 
know just how many factors one should expect. Perhaps based on the convergent-divergent 
validity study by MacDonald et al. (2005), one might expect 2 factors: a context-processing 
factor and a preparatory factor. Yet the overlap between cognitive control and other higher order 
functions means that other latent variables could easily emerge. Future research ought to explore 
how other CTT conceptualizations of internal consistency reliability, such as 𝜔ℎ, can be applied 
and assessed in the cognitive domain.  
  As mentioned earlier, the error variance term from CTT likely contains meaningful 
information that is important to parse out. In more recent formulations, some psychometric 
frameworks have suggested analytic approaches that are more flexible, and thus are able to relax 
this assumption. Generalizability Theory (G-Theory), for instance, posits that error variation can 
occur at any number of levels, or facets, and so it aims to quantify the amount of variance 
attributable to the different facets (as opposed to just one composite error term as in CTT). The 
G-Theory framework consists of two “studies”. First, the generalizability study (g-study), aims 
to estimate the variance of object of measurement (typically persons), each facet of measurement 
error, and their interactions. The decision study (d-study) applies the variance components 
estimated from the g-study to make decisions regarding the measurement design in order to 
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improve upon the reliability under researcher-defined conditions. Those interested in pursuing 
individual differences questions may want to use G-Theory in order to have a better 
understanding of the multiple sources of variance. By doing so, one has the opportunity to alter 
the task and/or analysis plan to control for some of the noise, thus effectively increasing true 
score variance.  
Another prominent psychometric framework specifically used in measurement 
construction is item response theory (IRT). CTT assumes that each item contains the same 
amount of true score contribution and that measurement scores will follow a normal distribution. 
This means that any given item has the same discriminating power across the whole distribution. 
Yet it is very possible that certain items may be more indicative of a person’s true performance 
than other items. For example, high conflict trials following especially long strings of target AX 
trials may potentially be more informative than high conflict trials following short strings of 
target AX trials or strings of baseline BY trials. Assuming for now that individual differences in 
context processing follows a normal distribution, one could imagine a scenario in which 
performance on the BX trial in the sequence BY-BY-BX-AX-AX is especially good at 
discriminating context processing ability for persons in the -2.5 to -1.5 standard deviation range; 
performance on the BX trial in the sequence AX-AX-BX-AX-AX is especially good at 
discriminating persons within the -1 to 1 standard deviation range; and performance on the BX 
trial in the sequence AX-AX-AX-AX-BX is especially good at discriminating for persons within 
the 1.5 to 2.5 standard deviation range. If true, IRT can be harnessed to maximize efficiency by 
only administering items that will help the task appropriately discriminate. For example, if a 
subject is around 2 standard deviations above the mean for context processing, then 
administering the sequence best at discriminating at the low end of the distribution is not going 
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to provide especially meaningful information about the subject. This could allow for researchers 
to program a computer-adaptive task, ultimately resulting in more efficient categorizations of 
individuals. Though IRT has been effectively used in educational assessments (e.g., the Graduate 
Record Examination), it is not straightforward to adapt IRT methods for use in standard 
cognitive tasks. First, although some AX-CPT studies have expressed concerns regarding trial 
order sequences (Chatham, Frank, & Munakata, 2009; Henderson et al., 2011), there has been no 
systematic study to determine whether or not high conflict trials are meaningfully different if 
placed in different parts of a string of trials. Not only is it unclear if performance is different for 
various sequences, but it is also unclear whether or not different sequences have different 
discriminating abilities. Finally, an IRT method would require that trials are not randomly 
assigned, which may have downstream implications for certain statistical analyses. Future 
studies may want to begin exploring these issues first, which may then inform researchers on 
whether or not harnessing IRT is a worthwhile endeavor. 
6.4 Conclusions 
In summary, the findings presented here convey the importance of scrutinizing cognitive 
task psychometrics before use in individual differences. While reliability is often reported, and 
rightfully so, the current study’s results demonstrate why true score variance should also be 
investigated and reported. Issue 2 finds that the AX-CPT shows similar reliability and true score 
variance for in-lab and online administration, making conducting individual differences studies 
of cognition online a valid possibility. The results and discussion surrounding Issues 3 and 4 
should encourage researchers to do their due diligence before studying individual differences on 
a given task performance measurement, and before comparing populations on patterns of 
individual differences on a task. Finally, future research efforts could benefit from incorporating 
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more modern psychometric statistics and approaches. Such approaches may hopefully lead to 
improvements in the design and evaluation of cognitive tasks for the purposes of individual 
differences research.
  iii  
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